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Digital Video Broadcasting: Technology, Standards, and RegulationsArtech House Publishers, 1999


	Many books and articles on the transition of television from analog to

	digital transmission have been published in recent years. This transition

	is still in its infancy, but it will inevitably take place in the years to

	come. Due to digitization, the existing barriers between audio, video, and

	data generation and transmission...
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Fundamentals of Air Pollution, Fifth EditionAcademic Press, 2014

	Fundamentals of Air Pollution is an important and widely used textbook in the environmental science and engineering community. This thoroughly revised fifth edition of Fundamentals of Air Pollution has been updated throughout and remains the most complete text available, offering a stronger systems perspective and more coverage...
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Mechanics of Cellular Bone Remodeling: Coupled Thermal,  Electrical, and Mechanical Field EffectsCRC Press, 2013

	Research on bone remodeling has resulted in much new information and has led to improvements in design and biomedical practices. Mechanics of Cellular Bone Remodeling: Coupled Thermal, Electrical, and Mechanical Field Effects presents a unified exploration of recent advances, giving readers a sound understanding of...
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Dose, Benefit, and Risk in Medical Imaging (Imaging in Medical Diagnosis and Therapy)CRC Press, 2018

	
		This timely overview of dose, benefit, and risk in medical imaging explains to readers how to apply this information for informed decision-making that improves patient outcomes. The chapters cover patient and physician perspectives, referral guidelines, appropriateness criteria, and quantifying medical imaging benefits. The authors...
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From Good to Bad Bankers: Lessons Learned from a 50-Year Career in BankingSpringer, 2019

	
		Bankers are administrators of other people’s money, and they are responsible both to their depositors and to other stakeholders.  Human nature being what it is, however, they sometimes fall prey to overweening ambition, coming to see themselves as the rightful beneficiaries of the moneys entrusted to them.  This can...
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QoS Measurement and Evaluation of Telecommunications Quality of ServiceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001


	Most people know that quality of service (QoS) in telecommunications has

	grown in importance over the past decade. This is thanks to the new competitive

	environment which has followed as a direct result of privatization and

	de-regulation, forcing companies to increase the quality of their networks and

	services. Yet QoS means...
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Mobile Radio Network Design in the VHF and UHF Bands: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
An essential element of radio technology and propagation is how to use radio technology and knowledge of radio propagation to design a network that meets the needs of customers. Mobile Radio Network Design in the VHF and UHF Bands provides the technical and fundamental knowledge required for advanced mobile radio network design to...
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Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Natural Resource ManagementUniversity of Nebraska Press, 2006
From before the time Raven stole the sun and shed light on the world below, the Gitxaa/la people have lived in their territories along the north coast of British Columbia. Gitxaa/la laws (Ayaawk) and history (Adaawk) describe in precise detail the relationships of trust, honor, and respect that are appropriate for the well-being and continuance of...
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Next Generation SSH2 Implementation: Securing Data in MotionSyngress Publishing, 2008
The most up-to-date information on the next generation of SSH and how to incorporate into your organization's security environment.     

   New security risks, continuously evolving regulation and increasing security standards have created new and growing needs for secure internal information transfers, which SSH provides. This book...
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Clinical Research Methods for SurgeonsHumana Press, 2006

	With his keen analytical mind and penchant for organization, Charles Darwin would have made an excellent clinical investigator. Unfortunately for surgery, his early exposure at Edinburgh to the brutality of operations in 1825 convinced him to reject his father’s plan for his career and pursue his interest in nature. His subsequent...
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Molecular Mechanisms of CancerSpringer, 2007

	This book describes molecular processes whose deregulation is important in the formation of tumors. The material is developed from basic cell signaling pathways to their roles in the clinical manifestation of specific cancers. Topics covered include molecular events intrinsic to tumor cells (leading to growth deregulation, extended lifespan,...
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